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Brand extension, as a marketing strategy, is frequently utilized by enterprises to produce
new products. There exist several critical factors determining its success, such as brand
reputation and perceived fit. The present study adopts the event-related potentials
(ERPs) method to explore the underlying neural mechanism of the joint influence of
the two factors on consumers’ evaluation of brand extension. Specifically, consumers
were presented with a brand with corporate social responsibility (CSR) or corporate
ability (CA) reputation, following attached to an extension product (high fit vs. low fit).
And then, they were given a 5-point scale to report their acceptance intention (AI)
toward the brand extension. Behavioral data showed a higher AI and a shorter reaction
time for high fit in contrast to low fit conditions. For low fit conditions, consumers
were more inclined to accept the extension product with a brand with CSR than CA
reputation. Neurophysiologically, CSR reputation evoked a larger P2 amplitude and
LPP amplitude than CA reputation. Moreover, the low fit conditions elicited a more
positive LPP amplitude than the high fit conditions in the context of a brand with a
CSR reputation. Yet, for a brand with a CA reputation, the effect of perceived fit was
not found. These results may reflect early attention resources engagement and altruistic
motivation at the late stage during brand extension evaluation. The findings provided
neurological evidence for which of the two types of brand reputation (CSR vs. CA) have
a more positive effect on brand extension.

Keywords: brand extension, reputation, fit, event-related potentials, corporate social responsibility, corporate
ability

INTRODUCTION

Brand extension is a popular and valuable strategy for leveraging the original brand names to
establish new products (Swaminathan, 2003). Numerous brands widely adopt the strategy to attach
multiple diverse product categories to extend corporates’ business range. For example, Mitsubishi,
an automobile brand, launched electric vehicles; Quaker oatmeal is well known by the public, but
recently, it broadened to milk powder areas; Pepsi-Cola even expanded from drink to fashion
industries, introducing clothing and shoes. In a similar vein, most scholars have focused on the
study of brand extension in the past 30 years and identified various factors of its success, such as the
perceived fit between the parent brand and the extension product (Czellar, 2003), the prestige image
of the parent brand (Eren-Erdogmus et al., 2018), the parent brand quality and reputation (Hur
et al., 2013). Specifically, the perceived fit, which is often defined as category similarity between the
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original brand and extension product, is a crucial influencer
of brand extension evaluations (Aaker and Keller, 1990; Herr
et al., 1996). It has been pronounced by previous studies that the
success of brand extension depends on how well the category of
extension products near the parent brand (Völckner and Sattler,
2006; Sattler et al., 2010). They revealed that a brand with a
high fit extension product was more acceptable by consumers
than a low fit one. Even though the importance of near category
extension with the brands has been widely underlined in the
literature, there are certainly numerous examples of enterprises
that have introduced distant extension products in the real
market, both successfully and unsuccessfully. As such, recent
studies have attempted to resolve how to improve consumer’s
acceptance of low fit extension products (Parker et al., 2017;
Shang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). For example, Parker
et al. (2017) has provided insights into the suitable time of
launching a brand’s first far extension product category. Zheng
et al. (2019) and Zhang et al. (2020) have revealed the positive
effect of distraction and the product display format on low fit
extension evaluation.

In addition, brand reputation is also an essential determinant
of brand extension evaluation (Wang et al., 2015), which is
often considered as a formation of customers’ perspectives,
impressions, and attitudes toward the enterprise (Fombrun and
Shanley, 1990; Fombrun et al., 2000; Jung and Seock, 2016). Due
to a favorable brand reputation is one of the most significant
intangible assets driving corporate performance (Boyd et al.,
2009), many companies adopt several strategies to enhance their
reputation in a competitive market situation. For instance, brands
always build a positive brand image and reputation through
engaging in corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities or
improving corporate ability (CA). Specifically, a brand with
a good ability reputation signals high quality and continued
innovation, while a socially responsible reputation connects
with many social activities, such as philanthropic activities,
community giving, and cause-related marketing (Brown and
Dacin, 1997; Biehal and Sheinin, 2007). From the perspective of
consumers, several researchers argue that a brand with strong
ability will be more attractive than socially responsible (Johnson
et al., 2017), whereas other researchers consider that consumers
prefer brands with good socially responsible reputations (Hur
et al., 2013). Moreover, a recent study by adopting a behavioral
measurement has proved the essential role of the two types of
brand reputation effect on brand extension (Johnson et al., 2019).
They have indicated that the socially responsible reputation of a
brand could provide a warm feeling for consumers and further
effectively increase the acceptance of distant extension products.
Nevertheless, the behavioral measurement method is limited
to investigate consumers’ specific cognitive processes. In other
words, it is necessary to apply neuroscientific tools for a better
understanding of how the two types of brand reputation affect
consumers’ mental process toward brand extension evaluation.

In terms of consumer neuroscience research, by using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), a few studies
have provided evidence for consumers how to respond to
CSR or CA-related messages at the brain level. For example,
Couwenberg et al. (2017) demonstrated that functional (i.e., show

good product quality) and experiential (i.e., warm expression)
advertising evoked different brain areas, such as the temporal
cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), related to
lower- and higher-level cognitive processes. In addition, recent
neuroimaging studies have captured the brain activities when
subjects were exposed to prosocial brands (Lee, 2016), CSR
messages (Medina et al., 2021), and green logo products (Lee
et al., 2020). They found the activation of the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) is involved in the evaluation of CSR-related
messages, which was a brain region associated with improved
attention and affective awareness (Seghier, 2013). Accordingly,
it is natural to deduce that the processing of brand reputation
during extension evaluation may likewise link to attentional and
emotional mechanisms.

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are also one of the most
efficient neural measurement tools, which hold a high temporal
resolution and contribute to measuring consumers’ perceptual
processing toward stimuli (Luck et al., 2000). Extensive research
studies have revealed the consumers’ cognitive process of the
evaluation of brand extension with different perceived fit levels
by using the ERPs approach (Ma et al., 2007, 2008, 2014; Wang
et al., 2012b; Jin et al., 2015; Fudali-Czyz et al., 2016; Yang and
Kim, 2019). For instance, Ma et al. (2007, 2008) revealed the
conflict effect or the categorization process when a brand extent
to different category products. Recently, the brand extension
literature in the neuroscience area start to focus on not only the
one effect factor (e.g., perceived fit). Instead, they combine other
determinants to investigate the consumers’ evaluation of brand
extension jointly. Take for an example of Shang et al. (2017)’s
study, they have found that the long-term memory conflict effect
between the two brand strategies (brand logo vs. brand name
strategy) and low fit extension product. Moreover, Ma et al.
(2020) have added the brand familiarity factor into different
category brand extension and suggested that consumers need to
engage more cognitive resources in low familiar brand and high
conflict extension product condition. However, the psychological
process of consumers’ brand extension evaluation is not clear
when they faced a brand with different types of reputation, such
as CSR and CA. Furthermore, the neural basis of the joint effect of
perceived fit and brand reputation on brand extension evaluation
also remains a mystery. As a result, ERPs measurement was
utilized to investigate consumers’ mental process toward brand
extension, focusing on the two types of brand reputation (CSR
vs. CA) and different perceived fit levels (high fit vs. low fit) in
the present study.

Two vital ERPs components relevant to the study of brand
extension are the early P2 component and the late positive
potential (LPP) component. Previous studies have also verified
that the two components are connected with attentional and
emotional mechanisms (Zubair et al., 2020). Specifically, P2 is a
positive potential that peaks approximately 200 ms after stimulus
onset (Crowley and Colrain, 2004; Gonzalez-Villar et al., 2014).
The P2 component has often been linked to attention-related
processes, reflecting the early rapid automatic activity of attention
engagement (Carretiea et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2010). In a study
of the evaluation of brand extension, Ma et al. (2014) found that
P2 could reflect the rapid and automatic assessment of attention
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resources and early low-level of category similarity processing
between the brand-product word pair. Accordingly, the different
perceived fit might have distinct influences on the P2 component
of this study. Furthermore, considerable research studies have
suggested that P2 are sensitive to emotional stimuli, and a
pronounced P2 would emerge when subjects were presented with
positive or negative rather than neutral stimuli (Bernat et al.,
2001; Herbert et al., 2006). For example, Herbert et al. (2006)
reported that the positive adjectives could engage more attention
resources compared to neutral emotional adjectives, resulting
in the P2 amplitude of the positive stimuli larger than that
of the neutral stimuli. Guo et al. (2016) found that preference
products could evoke relatively positive emotion, which was
reflected in an increased positive P2 deflection for enhanced
attention. Additionally, a recent study by Jing et al. (2019) found
that subjects could distinguish which stimuli were more positive.
They indicated that the deep discounts were more attractive and
recruited more attentional resources, reflecting a greater P2 under
deep discounts than shallow discounts conditions. In the current
study, the two types of brand reputation (CSR and CA) are
both positive stimuli for consumers. Notably, there is evidence
that CSR activities can assist brands in presenting a warmer
image (Kervyn et al., 2012), while a CA reputation provides
a competence perspective (Aaker et al., 2012). Moreover, the
perception of warmth and competence hold different emotional
values (Ivens et al., 2015). Therefore, we suspected that a
distinct P2 amplitude would appear under the two brand
reputation conditions.

LPP, which belongs to the P3 family, is a late positive-going
component that generally peaks at approximately 400–800 ms
after presenting a stimulus with a maximum over the centro-
parietal scalp (Schupp et al., 2000; Hua et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2019). It has been revealed that LPP is primarily associated
with emotional arousals and motivational attention. High arousal
and motivated stimuli will induce noticeable amplitudes of LPP
(Hajcak et al., 2006; Handy et al., 2010). For example, Zhang
et al. (2019) showed that the prominent logo aroused more
significant motivations, and thus, a greater LPP amplitude was
observed compared to inconspicuous ones of counterfeit luxury
brands. Bosshard et al. (2016) found that brand attitude is related
to emotional content, and liked brands would elicit a more
positive LPP amplitude reflecting strong motivation levels. As
a good brand reputation contribute to accumulating a positive
brand attitude toward consumers (Ramesh et al., 2019), the
two types of brand reputation events might evoke the LPP
component. Moreover, Song et al. (2020) recently launched a
brand extension study with a focus on prestige brands. They
revealed the emotional transfer process of luxury brand extension
evaluation and indicated that the high fit stimulus pairs evoked a
strong arousing affect, and a larger LPP amplitude was induced in
contrast to low fit conditions. Accordingly, we assumed that the
different perceived fit between the given brand and product in the
current study would elicit different amplitudes for LPP.

Overall, we hypothesize that the P2 and LPP components
may emerge in different evaluation processing phrases of brand
extension with the four conditions of brand reputation (CSR vs.
CA) and perceived fit (high fit vs. low fit). In the neuromarketing

domain, previous brand extension studies often adopt an S1-S2
paradigm to measure whether a brand (S1) extending to a new
product or service (S2) is suitable or not (Ma et al., 2008; Yang
et al., 2018; Song et al., 2020). But for the current experiment,
a brand reputation event will be inserted into the stimuli of
brand and extension product. To give participants a better
understanding, we combined the S1-S2 paradigm and the stimuli
presentation formation of a sentence conducting by Peng et al.
(2015) and Liao et al. (2019). Therefore, a new paradigm was
employed by the current study. Specifically, the subjects were first
presented to a brand with a reputation event and then following
a new product. In the meantime, there were two verbs used
to connect brand, reputation event, and product for forming
a sentence formation. Finally, we adopted a five-item scale to
accurately investigate the consumers’ acceptance intention (AI)
toward the given brand extension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
A total of 22 right-handed students from Yanshan University was
invited to the current study. They had a normal or corrected-to-
normal vision, and none of them had any history of neurological
or psychiatric disorders. Prior to the formal experiments, written
informed consent was obtained from all participants. This
study was approved by the Internal Review Board of Yanshan
University. All participants were paid U30 as a reward. Because
of excessive ERP artifacts, two participants were rejected from
the data set. And thus, data from 20 valid participants (6 males,
age range: 19–24 years; Mage = 21.5 years, SD = 1.6) were for the
following analysis.

Materials
A 2 (brand reputation event: corporate social responsibility
vs. brand ability) by 2 (extension fit: high fit vs. low fit)
experiment was designed. We chose dairy brands as the stimuli
materials for the following two reasons: on the one hand,
dairy products exist in most Chinese people’s lives for a long
time; on the other hand, consumers usually consider brand
reputation factors in the choice of dairy brands (Ozdemir
et al., 2020). Thus, eight Well-known native Chinese dairy
brands including Yili, Mengniu, Huishan, and etc. were chosen
from chinapp.com. Considering the individual difference, each
participant was instructed to select four dairy brands from
above eight brands they were familiar with, no preference and
no hated as brand stimulus before the experiment. Second,
six product names were selected from two different product
categories (dairy and clothes) to constitute two types of extension
fit levels with dairy brands. For high fit extension conditions,
three dairy products (e.g., milk) were contained, as well as,
for low fit extension stimuli, three clothes (e.g., T-shirt) were
involved. Third, according to previous studies, a brand with
a capable reputation signifies high quality and technology
improvement, while a socially responsible reputation means that
a brand consist of a wide range of social activities, including
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corporate philanthropy, community volunteering, and cause-
related marketing (Biehal and Sheinin, 2007; Kim et al., 2012). As
a result, eight brand reputation events were generated, of which
all controlled four Chinese characters. The four CSR events were
learning assistance activity, poverty alleviation program, welfare
charity, and donation plan, while the CA events were technology
development, technological innovation, technical seminar, and
quality production. In addition, 50 people who did not participate
in the formal ERPs experiment were queried by a 7-point Scale
(1 = extremely disagree, 7 = extremely agree) whether the above
mentioned events could be considered as the descriptions of CSR
(m = 6.035± 1.012) and CA (m = 6.271± 1.214) reputation.

In the experiment, each set of stimuli used two verbs
to connect among the brand, reputation event, and product,
presenting in the form of one sentence (Peng et al., 2015) with
the following five parts: brand (1) + verb (2) + reputation event
(3)+ launched (4)+ product (5). The second verbs, respectively,
matched with the following CSR or CA reputation event (e.g.,
“Yili was devoted to student supporting activity” and “Yili was
devoted to technology development”). The stimuli sets with four
conditions presented in Chinese characters (see Table 1). Each
part of the stimulus group was presented on 300 × 200 pixels
pictures. As a result, a total of 192 stimuli sets were contained
in the entire experiment and assigned pseudorandomly to four
blocks, with each block holding 48 trials. During the experiment,
each participant was informed about taking a break for 5 min
among the four blocks.

Procedure
Participants were comfortably seated in a sound-attenuating
room with a 23-inch computer screen (1,024× 768 pixels, 60 HZ)
approximately placed 70 cm in front of them. Prior to the formal
experiment, they were given the experimental instructions and
performed eight training trials as practice. As mentioned above,
each stimulus set with a formation of one sentence consisted of
five parts. Each part of the stimuli sets was presented at the center
of the screen with a visual angle of 6.11◦×3.05◦. As Figure 1
illustrated, a fixation cross was first presented centrally on the
screen against a black background for 500 ms, followed by a blank
screen for 500 ms. Then, the sequential five parts of the stimuli
were shown in order, and a random interval separately lasted
for 500–800 ms among them. The first four parts, respectively,
appeared for 700 ms, and the following product stimuli presented
for 1,000 ms. At the end of each product display interface, a

black screen was presented for 500 ms followed by a 5-point scale
(1 = low accept intention to 5 = high accept intention) to examine
the acceptance level of participants toward brand extension.
The rating scale remained on the screen until they feedback.
Participants were required to indicate their AI of the extension
product by pressing the buttons (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) on the mini keypad.
The presentation of stimuli and collection of behavioral reactions
were achieved by applying the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology
Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, United States).

EEG Recordings and Analyses
Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals were recorded continuously
using an electric cap with 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes in accordance
with the standard international 10–20 system. The EEGs were
sampled at 500 Hz with a 0.05–100 Hz bandpass filter using
a Brain actiCHamp amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Munich,
Germany). Cz was selected as the online reference during
recording, and the average of the left and right mastoids (TP9
and TP10) was computed as the offline reference. To measure
the electrooculograms (EOGs), the electrodes were separately
placed with supraorbital and infraorbital locations (vertical EOG)
and the outer canthi of both eyes (horizontal EOG). The scalp
impedances were maintained at less than 10 k�.

For the behavioral and ERP data, we conducted for all four
conditions: CSR reputation with high fit brand extension (CSR-
high fit), CSR reputation with low fit brand extension (CSR-low
fit), CA reputation with high fit brand extension (CA-high fit),
and CA reputation with low fit brand extension (CA-low fit).
A two brand reputation event (CSR vs. CA) × two extension
fit (high fit vs. low fit) ANOVA analysis was calculated for
participants’ average AIs of brand extension to analyze the
behavioral data. If there was an interaction effect between the two
factors, a simple effect analysis was conducted.

The EEG recordings were analyzed offline through
BrainVision Analyzer 2.1 software. Ocular artifacts, such as
eye blink, were identified and removed using the independent
component analysis (ICA) method (Semlitsch et al., 1986). The
EEG recordings were segmented from 200 ms before the onset
of product presentation to 800 ms after this onset, with 200 ms
pre-target as the baseline. Moreover, any trials exceeding± 100 V
were excluded from the analysis. The EEG epochs were averaged
separately for every participant in the following four conditions:
CSR-high fit (M = 39.700, SD = 3.881), CSR-low fit (M = 40.300,
SD = 4.835), CA-high fit (M = 40.500, SD = 3.606), and CA-low

TABLE 1 | Examples of the stimuli sets with four conditions.

Conditions Brand Verb Reputation event Launched Product

CSR-high fit Yili was devoted to student supporting activity and launched milk

CA-high fit Yili was devoted to technology development and launched milk

CSR-low fit Yili initiated poverty alleviation program and launched T-shirt

T

CA-low fit Yili initiated technological innovation and launched T-shirt

T
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental task: Participants were presented with four conditions of stimuli sets, each formed into one sentence in Chinese. They were instructed to
report their acceptance intentions toward the given extension products on a five-point scale.

fit (M = 40.550, SD = 4.957). The ERPs data were filtered using a
low-pass filter at 30 Hz (24 dB/Octave).

Based on the observation of the grand average of waveforms
and the scalp distribution in our study, we analyzed two ERR
components, namely, P2 and LPP. We chose the time window
of 150 ms to 250 ms for P2 and 400 ms to 600 ms for LPP.
Moreover, according to previous neuroscience studies (Dickter
and Bartholow, 2007; Wang et al., 2012a), nine electrodes (FC1,
FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz, CP2) were distributed among
the frontal-central and central area and included in the statistical
analysis for P2. We carried out a 2 (brand reputation event) ×
2 (extension fit) × 6 (Electrode) three-way repeated-measures
ANOVA test for the P2 analyses. Similarly, for the analysis of
LPP, 9 electrodes (C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz, CP2, P1, Pz, P2)
over the central-parietal area (Hua et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2017;
Ma et al., 2018) were examined. We conducted a 2 × 2 × 9
ANOVA analysis for the LPP amplitude. When the interaction
effect was notable, a simple effects analysis was operated. And
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (Greenhouse and Geisser,
1959) was utilized for correcting violations of the sphericity
assumption. Spearman correlation analyses between the P2 and
LPP amplitude were conducted.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results
Two-way 2 (brand reputation event: corporate social
responsibility vs. corporate ability) × 2 (extension fit: high
fit vs. low fit) repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed for
the AI and reaction time (RT). For the AI, there was a significant
effect of the brand reputation [F(1,19) = 16.722, p < 0.01,

ηp
2 = 0.468] and extension fit [F(1,19) = 134.617, p < 0.001,

ηp
2 = 0.876], and the CSR reputation (M = 3.836, SE = 0.122)

had a higher AI than CA reputation (M = 3.373, SE = 0.108),
the high fit conditions (M = 4.390, SE = 0.093) had a higher AI
than low fit conditions (M = 2.820, S.E. = 0.144). The interaction
effect between the brand reputation event and extension fit was
notable [F(1,19) = 17.558, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.480]. Therefore,
a simple effect analysis was conducted (as shown in Figure 2).
Under the condition of high fit, no significant effect was found
between the CSR and CA reputation (p > 0.05). However, under
the condition of low fit, the difference between the CSR and
CA reputation was significant [F(1,19) = 28.450, p < 0.001,
ηp

2 = 0.600], suggesting that consumers had a higher AI when
a brand presented with CSR reputation (M = 3.202, SE = 0.165)
than CA reputation (M = 2.438, SE = 0.157).

Regarding the RT, there were statistically significant
differences between the high fit and low fit extension products
[F(1,19) = 37.768, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.665], and the high fit
conditions (M = 1110.146, SE = 106.096) had shorter RT than
the low fit conditions (M = 1393.583, SE = 124.272) (as shown
in Figure 2). There was no significant difference between the
CSR and CA reputation, and no significant interaction effect was
observed between brand reputation and extension fit.

ERP Results
The grand-average ERPs waveforms and the topographic maps
are shown in Figures 3, 4. A three-way 2 (brand reputation
event: corporate social responsibility vs. corporate ability) × 2
(extension fit: high fit vs. low fit) × 9 (electrode:, FC1, FCz,
FC2, C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz, and CP2) ANOVA was performed
to analyze the P2 component in the time window of 150–
250 ms. There was significant main effect of the brand reputation
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FIGURE 2 | Behavioral results of the accept intention (A) and reaction time (B) for the four conditions of brand extension evaluation. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01.

[F(1,19) = 4.478, p < 0.05, ηp
2 = 0.191]. And the CSR (M = 3.171,

SE = 0.638) reputation evoked a larger P2 amplitude than CA
(M = 2.786, SE = 0.640). However, the extension fit (p > 0.1),
electrode (p > 0.1) and the interaction effect between the brand
reputation and extension fit was not notable (p > 0.1).

A 2 (brand reputation event: CSR vs. CA) × 2 (extension
fit: high fit vs. low fit) × 9 (electrode: C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz,
CP2, P1, Pz, and P2) ANOVA was conducted to analyze the LPP
component in the time window of 400–600 ms. No significant
main effect of extension fit (p > 0.1) was found, but the
brand reputation event [F(1,19) = 6.673, p < 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.260]
was significant, reflecting that the CSR reputation (M = 2.898,
SE = 0.548) evoked a larger LPP amplitude than CA reputation
(M = 2.262, SE = 0.522). The interaction effect between brand
reputation and extension fit was also significant [F(1,19) = 5.753,
p < 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.232]. Therefore, a simple effect analysis was
conducted. For the CSR reputation, there was a significant effect
of extension fit [F(1, 19) = 4.750, p = 0.042, ηp

2 = 0.200], with
the low fit condition (M = 3.227 µV, SE = 0.570) showing a
larger LPP mean amplitude compared to the high fit condition
(M = 2.569 µV, SE = 0.567). However, for the CA reputation, the
mean amplitude of LPP between the high fit and low fit was not
significantly different [F(1, 19) = 0.723, p > 0.1, ηp

2 = 0.037].
A correlation analysis between the amplitudes of P2 and LPP

was conducted. The results showed that the P2 amplitude on FCZ
was positively related to the LPP amplitude on Cz (r = 0.495,
p < 0.001), CPz (r = 0.469, p < 0.001), and Pz (r = 0.362, p < 0.01).

DISCUSSION

In the current research, we explored the neurophysiological
evidence of the interactive effects of brand reputation and
perceived fit factors on the brand extension by using ERPs
measurement. With the developing of brand competition in the
marketplace, underling only one factor (such as perceived fit)
on brand extension is not enough. The brand reputation, as a
crucial determinant of driving corporate performance, should
be highlighted in terms of brand extension literature. Thus, we
added the brand reputation factor into previous brand extension

studies by Ma et al. (2007, 2008; 2014). To be specific, we
examined the consumers’ cognitive process when a brand with
CSR or CA reputation extends to high fit or low fit extension
product. The results of the experiment contribute to a better
understanding of how the two types of brand reputation (CSR
and CA) influence consumers’ brand extension evaluation.

With respect to behavioral results, the AI was higher in
high fit conditions than low fit conditions. It has been widely
proved that a higher perceived fit between the brand and
extension product could help consumers to form a more positive
attitude on extension evaluation (Boush and Loken, 1991; Smith
and Andrews, 1995; Sichtmann and Diamantopoulos, 2013).
Similarly, consumers were more inclined to accept a new product
of the category near the original brand in the present experiment.
As for the brand reputation events, participants held stronger AI
for CSR rather than CA reputation. But it was only occurred
in low fit conditions. In other words, the AIs of CSR and
CA reputation were not different in high fit conditions. More
deeply, for high fit extension products, there are both positive
information for consumers whatever a brand with CSR or CA
reputation. Thus they tended to positively evaluate high fit
extension products with a brand with good reputations. In
contrast, it is normally considered relatively impossible for the
low fit extension products. When consumers faced a brand with
an ability reputation, they firstly associated the quality of the
brand’s existing products and largely believed that the brand
could do well in operating products within their main business
range. As for a brand with a CSR reputation, previous studies
have provided evidence that corporate would gain favorable
attitudes and positive support behaviors of consumers through
engaging in social responsibility activities (Du et al., 2010). In the
current study, when participants were attached with a brand with
CSR reputation events, they might initially perceived kindness
brand image. And then, if a new product of the brand appeared,
they would intend to give a supporting to the brand which has
engaged in social charity activities and further inclined to accept
the new product. Accordingly, consumers gave a higher AI under
the low fit conditions in the context of CSR than CA reputation.

Moreover, the reaction time (RT) was longer under low fit
rather than high fit conditions. Incoherence with the previous
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FIGURE 3 | Grand averaged ERPs of P2 and LPP for brand reputation and perceived fit at midline electrodes (FCz, Cz, CPz, and Pz).

brand extension study (Ma et al., 2008), the participants reacted
slower for low fit than high fit conditions. As the low fit extension
products are rarely seen under the umbrella brands, consumers
need more cognitive efforts to consider the AI level of the clothes
product information with the dairy brands. However, the main
effect of the brand reputation and the interactive effect between
the two factors were not significant in this study.

Neurophysiologically, the P2 component is related to early
rapid automatic attention and it can be elicited by emotional
stimuli, reflecting preliminary evaluation of affectively notable
stimuli (Herbert et al., 2006; Olofsson et al., 2008). As
mentioned in the introduction, previous scholars have verified
that consumers could distinguish the emotionally positive degree

of stimuli and show more attention to relatively positive stimuli
(Jing et al., 2019). In the current study, the main effect of the
two types of brand reputation (CSR and CA) was significant.
Specifically, the P2 amplitude was larger under CSR reputation
than CA reputation. As the building of brand reputations
can assist consumers in generating a series of impressions or
evaluations (Pritchard and Wilson, 2017), we interpreted that
consumers could initially form a brand impression when they
contacted with the CSR and CA events. It is noted that a brand
with a CSR reputation generally associates with pro-social and
other-oriented activities, such as welfare charity, providing a
warm perception of consumers (Branco and Rodrigues, 2006;
Kervyn et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2019). And although the
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FIGURE 4 | The scalp topographic distributions of the conditions at the P2 time window of 150–250 ms and LPP time window of 400–600 ms.

two types of brand reputation events were positive stimuli for
subjects, a warm clue could augment a consumer’s emotional
response compared to the competence perceptive (Xue et al.,
2020). In addition, previous studies indicated that P2 could
strongly respond to preference products or brands, reflecting
more attentional resource engagement (Guo et al., 2016, 2018;
Ma et al., 2018). Likewise, in our study, compared with the brand
that only underlined its own competence, consumers might
first form a warmth perception when a brand engaged in CSR
activities and further improved their good impressions of the
brand. Taken together, at the early stage of evaluation, consumers
might hold more positive emotional value and preference toward
the brand under CSR conditions and further engage more
attention resources.

However, different from Ma et al.’s (2014) study, no significant
distinction between the high fit and the low fit condition was
found. The distinct results between our study and the previous
study may be caused by a different paradigm. While the previous
study used the S1 (brand name)-S2 (product name) paradigm,
we adopted a new paradigm that contained the brand name,
brand reputation event, and extension product, constructing
a form of one sentence for participants’ better understanding.
For more details, the participants first received the brand name
with a reputation event, and then they were presented with the
product name. They might first build the brand impression by
exposure to CSR or CA reputation instead of rapidly connecting
the relationship between the brand and the new product at the
early phase. Therefore, the perceived fit of the brand extension
was not processed during this stage.

During the late stage of brand extension evaluation, we
observed the main effect of brand reputation and the interactive
effect between brand reputation and perceived fit, reflecting
different late positive potential (LPP) amplitude. For more
details, a brand with a CSR reputation elicited a significantly
larger LPP amplitude compared to that with a CA reputation.
Prior studies have indicated that LPP is elicited by high emotional
arousal and motivational significance stimuli (Hajcak et al., 2006;

Fan et al., 2020). In our study, even though the two types of
brand reputation events were both positive affect stimuli for
participants, LPP responded more strongly to a brand with
CSR than CA reputation. As previously mentioned, while the
CSR activity is always considered as pro-social and moral
and recruited more positive affect value, the CA activity just
objectively reflects the brand itself competence and product
quality. In addition, several lines of neural evidence have shown
that prosocial products or brands could gain preference and
good brand attitude of consumers, and augment brain activations
associated with emotional awareness processing (Lee, 2016;
Lee et al., 2020). Thereby, we suggested that a brand with
CSR reputation which induced more attention and preference
might arouse larger emotional motivations than CA reputation.
Furthermore, under the CA reputation events, there was no
significant LPP effect on the high fit and low fit conditions.
However, the LPP was larger when subjects were exposed
to a low fit condition in the context of CSR reputation
(relative to CA reputation). The result was different from the
previous brand extension study by Song et al. (2020), which
discovered that high fit conditions between the luxury brand-
service pairs could evoke greater arousing affect compared to
low fit ones, as reflected by a greater LPP. Previous studies
also pronounced that the LPP component is sensitive to moral
or pro-social actions (Yoder and Decety, 2014). Although the
CSR activity shows the pro-social behavior of a brand, we
assumed that the effect would be enlarged under low fit brand
extension conditions. To be specific, the low fit extension
products as new categories of brands’ main products could
largely stimulate consumers’ willingness to help toward a brand
with a CSR reputation compared to the high fit conditions.
Moreover, the formation of assisting intention toward low fit
extension products might be attributed to the reciprocal altruism
theory, which suggests that people are motivated to reciprocate
the help providers when the latter need assistance (Trivers,
1971). Accordingly, when the consumers were exposed to the
distant extension product of a pro-social brand, they might be
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altruistically motivated to help the brand extend its business
range. Together, different from the previous brand extension
study which indicated the affect transfer of the luxury brand
extension, the LPP result of the present study might reflect
emotional arousal and altruistic motivation in particular toward
distant extension product.

In sum, our findings highlight the importance of brand
reputation effect on brand extension. And we found two
neuropsychological indicators (P2 and LPP), associated with
attentional and emotional mechanisms, to assess CSR or
CA reputation how to influence brand extension evaluation.
Furthermore, the findings extend prior brand extension
literature, which merely focused on one determinate factor of
perceived fit. Our findings revealed the interaction effect of
the two types of brand reputation (CSR vs. CA) and two fit
levels (high fit vs. low fit) on brand extension evaluation. For
more details, a brand with a CSR reputation elicited a larger
P2 amplitude than a CA reputation. The consumers might
form a warmer brand image and pay more attention toward a
brand with CSR than CA activities at the early stage. Moreover,
the LPP amplitude was larger under low fit conditions than
high fit conditions in the context of CSR activities. Based on
reciprocal altruism theory (Trivers, 1971), as a brand with a
CSR reputation provides a kind image for consumers, we infer
that low fit extension product might motivate people in return
to help the brands to extend their business range. Thereby, the
altruistic motivation was evoked during the late stage. Besides,
our study contributes to providing neural evidence for managers
to make efficient brand strategies to assist brands in launching
new products in the competitive market.

The present study also has some limitations. For example, we
only considered one category of original brands (dairy brands)
as the research object and found that it is beneficial for these
brands to engage in CSR activities. Yet, for prestige brands,
such as luxury brands, it is possible to be confronted with a
risk for their CSR disclosures (Janssen et al., 2013). Moreover,
researchers have shown that the consumers’ cognitive process
of brand extension toward basic and luxury brands is distinct
(Song et al., 2020). Future studies should investigate the two types
of brand reputation how to influence luxury brand extension.
Besides, the sample size of the current study was not large, even
though it is analogous with previous brand extension studies in
the neuroscience domain by Jin et al. (2015); Fudali-Czyz et al.
(2016), and Yang et al. (2018). It has been taken evidence that
consumers with differences in demographic factors or personal
traits respond to brand reputation in different ways (Bhaduri
and Ha-Brookshire, 2015; Pérez and Rodríguez, 2017). Future
measures should enlarge the sample size of subjects, including
various characteristics of people, such as gender or empathy level,
to replicate our research.

CONCLUSION

The current study primarily investigated the consumers’
cognitive process toward the joint effects of brand reputation
and perceived fit factors on the brand extension using the ERPs

approach. The behavioral results demonstrated that consumers
were intended to accept the high fit extension product. But if
they were faced with distant extension products, they preferred
the new product of a brand with CSR rather than CA reputation.
At the neural level, CSR reputation aroused a larger P2 amplitude
and LPP amplitude than CA reputation. Moreover, for a brand
with a CSR reputation, low fit conditions elicited a more positive
LPP amplitude than the high fit conditions. In contrast, for a
brand with a CA reputation, the effect of perceived fit was not
significant. The results might reflect early attentional resources
engagement and altruistic motivation at the late stage. In general,
a brand linked to CSR activities might augment the concern about
the low fit extension product and further strengthen consumers’
altruistic motivation to help the brands broaden their business
range. The findings are beneficial to make appropriate brand
extension strategies for merchants in the actual marketplace.
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